Framing Shadows/Framing Lives event is May 8

Spelman College President Mary Schmidt Campbell will join “Framing Shadows” curator and Emory African American Studies professor Kimberly Wallace-Sanders for a conversation inspired by the exhibit, which examines the lives of the African Americans who cared for white children in the 19th and early 20th centuries.

Preserving the Telugu manuscript

Emory’s Libraries recently acquired a delicate manuscript of an epic, Indian poem, etched into the surface of a series of dried, bound palm leaves. The Telugu manuscript has been digitized, and our conservation department created a custom protective enclosure for this rare treasure.

Top 5 reasons to visit the library during Commencement Day

Need a place to get away from the crowds between Commencement activities? Come cool off, charge your phone, and take in one of our excellent exhibitions.
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